In this paper we validate an improved finite volume approximation of Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations for simulation of wind flows in body-
Introduction
Recently there is a significant growth in wind farm capacity in hilly, complex or even mountain terrains. Recent predictions (EWEA) suggest that this trend will continue due to available wind power capacity in these regions [2] . Non-uniformity in terrain elevation gives raise to complex flow behavior, e. g. stagnation regions, recirculation zones and regions of speed-up and slow-down in air velocity. Such flow characteristics should be well predicted in the process of wind farm siting where farm layout and specific positions of wind turbines are decided, which decisively influences the annual energy production. Therefore, the study of atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) over complex hilly and mountain terrains is very important in wind-farm planning cycle.
By definition, the ABL is the lowest layer of Earth atmosphere, thickness of which varies from a few tens of meters, in conditions of stable atmosphere, to around two kilome---------------
Development of precise models for estimation of wind potential in regions with complex terrain is connected with a series of difficulties such as precise terrain representation, non-stationary character of the air flow, quality of turbulence models, and scarce data for validation in the form of full scale atmospheric measurements. One important study was that of Askervein hill [3] , which was used in several turbulence modeling validation studies [4] [5] [6] . Other examples include turbulence modeling validation studies [7] [8] [9] based on the Bolund hill measurements [10] .
Different level of errors produced in studies that used the same turbulence models brings to attention other sources of errors, most notable being discretization errors. This type of errors arise in second order finite volume simulations because of numerical approximation of integrals by mid-point rule. On non-orthogonal grids these errors are additionally amplified because of errors in interpolations, leading to decrease in the order of accuracy of the procedure. Modern computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes [11, 12] include various corrections that remedy grid non-orthogonality, in which cell skewness is almost exclusively considered. In contrast to this practice, the algorithm validated in this study, consistently introduces corrections which treat situations that usually arise in grids generated over complex terrains, in which both cell skewness and so called intersection-point offset (explained in Numerical algorithm) appear.
In the present study we compare the proposed algorithm on a real test case of wind flow near Dobric, eastern Serbia. The test case considers potential wind farm location for which the meteorological measurement campaign was conducted by the authors during the period of 2010-2014. The test case also includes detailed information regarding topography and surface roughness. The purpose of the present study is both to validate the present algorithm using full scale atmospheric measurements and to compare its results with numerical results with other, widely available, commercial code for wind engineering applications. The results are intended to point out that the errors caused by different approximation practices in finite volume code, often play more dominant role than turbulence modeling errors.
Mathematical model
We are using Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations as a model for turbulent flow of viscous incompressible flow:
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with additional initial and boundary conditions, where U i is the mean velocity vector, p -the pressure, ρ -the density, µ -the molecular viscosity, µ t -the eddy viscosity, x i -the spatial Cartesian co-ordinate, and i, j = 1, 2, 3 are Cartesian component indices. The two-equation k-ε turbulence model solves two additional transport equations for turbulence kinetic energy k and turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate ε. These transport equations take the following forms, respectively:
Production of turbulent kinetic energy trough mean velocity gradients P k , is treated in following way:
For the k-ε model, the eddy viscosity is calculated:
Another variant different from standard k-ε model is its modification in which the coefficients are adjusted for ABL flow [4] . The coefficients of standard and modified k-ε turbulence model are listed in tab. 1.
Simulation results using present procedure are compared with those obtained using WindSim software [13] . WindSim is an established tool often used in wind engineering community for wind farm siting applications. WindSim uses PHOENICS CFD code as its computational engine and simulations in this work used MIGAL coupled solver as an option implemented in PHOENICS [14, 15] . The MIGAL solves pressure and velocity fields simultaneously unlike segregated solvers based on SIMPLE algorithm. Besides Standard k-ε turbulence model, and its modification adjusted for flows in atmospheric boundary layer, simulation using WindSim software also included the RNG k-ε model [16] and Wilcox k-ω model [17] which are widely documented in the literature and in software documentation.
Numerical algorithm
The code used in the present study is based on the second-order finite volume method. The variable arrangement is cell-centered, pressure and velocities are collocated, and it is especially adapted for grids consisting of highly distorted computational cells [1] . The distinguishing characteristic of the present algorithm is consistent application of corrections taking Table 1 . Coefficients for the standard k-ε turbulence model and k-ε turbulence model modified for atmospheric flows into account the intersection-point offset in non-orthogonal grids. The offset is determined by distance between two points on cell face, one found at the intersection of line connecting two cell centers and the cell face, j', and the cell face center j, fig. 1 . This type of correction is, as shown previously in [1] crucial for higher accuracy of solution. Accuracy of the calculation procedure strongly depends on the reconstruction of cellcentered gradients. In the present algorithm, a highly accurate least-squares gradient reconstruction procedure is used. It is based on the QR decomposition and devised to minimize the number of arithmetic operations needed in gradient field update, repeated several times during simulation, for all variables (pressure, velocity components, and turbulence scalars). Details of the procedure may be found in [1] .
Convection term discretization is defined using the mid-point rule for approximation of the convection terms in integral form which lead to two unknowns, cell-face mass flux and cell-face interpolated value of dependent variable. The iterative process which follows the decoupling of pressure and velocity fields in SIMPLE algorithm [18, 19] , allows the use of mass flux from the previous iteration, which introduces error due to lagging of mass flux value, which vanishes once the SIMPLE iterations converge. Mass fluxes on cell faces are calculated using the Rhie-Chow interpolation, usual for collocated cell arrangement [19, 20] .
The cell-face interpolated value is found using the expression taking into account grid non-orthogonality and uses surrounding cell-center values of dependent variables, as well as their gradients, computed using the previously described least-squares procedure:
where λ j = d j p j /d p p j is the face interpolation factor. This leads to central differencing scheme corrected for non-orthogonality. Other options include flux-limited interpolation, adapted for non-orthogonal grids, which is described in detail in [1] . There is a variety of implemented flux-limiter schemes, such as MUSCL, SMART, and UMIST [21] . The second order approximation of the diffusion term using the mid-point rule leads to cell-face value of the gradient of dependent variable. The approximation of diffusion term therefore relies on accurate approximation of this quantity. The cell-face centered gradient is found by interpolation from the neighboring cell-centers in an original form which takes into account the gridnon-orthogonality. The procedure, defined as power of cosθ relaxation approach, is described in detail in [1] . It is a generalization of approaches including minimal correction approach and over-relaxed approach, which controls the effect on explicitly treated non-orthogonal correction to iterative process by a parameter depending on the angle θ ( fig.  1 ), but in contrast to previous approaches takes into account the intersection-point offset [1] .
The volumetric source terms are approximated using the mid-point rule.
The pressure and velocity fields are updated in a segregated manner within the SIMPLE iterative algorithm. The distinctive characteristic of the present algorithm is multiple pressure-correction solution to attenuate adverse effects of non-orthogonality to solution pro- 
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cedure. In additional pressure correction solutions, interpolations are conducted using the least-square gradients, not sensitive to loss of accuracy due to grid distortions [1] .
In the present study we will exclusively use structured grids representing complex hilly terrain. When governing equations are discretized using the finite volume method on 3-D structured grids, the result is a linear system with well-defined sparsity pattern. Namely, the system matrix has diagonal structure, and number of diagonals is seven. For such linear systems, special iterative solution procedures have been devised, one popular choice being the session initiation protocol algorithm (SIP) [22] . One, more advanced, option uses SIP not as a standalone solver, but as the preconditioner for iterative solvers from the Krylov subspace family. Representative solvers of this type are PCG(SIP) and BiCGStab(SIP), which are used in the present algorithm [1] .
For the flow over complex terrains, important type of boundary conditions is a rough wall boundary condition for velocity. For rough wall we use boundary-condition based on law-of-the-wall:
where von-Karman constant κ = 0.41, constant E = 8.432, and non-dimensional distance from wall 
Dobric wind farm test case
Dobric, located in Svrljig municipality, eastern Serbia, is a potential wind farm location for which a four year measuring campaign has been carried out, during which the climatological data was gathered in order to assess wind potential for energy production. During the process various wind characteristics were estimated (e. g. field of wind speed-up, extreme fifty-year wind-U50, annual energy production for a given type of wind turbines, etc.) [23] . For that purpose various software tools were used. In particular WindSim CFD tool was used for the purpose of wind field prediction and wind potential for energy production estimate.
Based on these measurements, the wind climatology at Dobric is presented as a wind rose, showing the average wind speed distribution divided in velocity intervals (bins) and wind directions (sectors). The incoming wind directions are divided in 12 sectors, where the first sector is centered around north in fig. 2 . The frequency table has been fitted to a Weibull distribution. Table 2 gives the Weibull shape and scale parameters (k, A), accumulated frequency of occurrence and the average wind speed for each sector, respectively. The data at the location of the measurement must, detailed map of terrain elevation and surface roughness, as well as the straightforward prescription of inlet conditions, provides enough input information for definition of the test case.
Details of numerical set-up
The terrain elevation map at Dobric is given in fig. 3 . Digital terrain elevation and roughness data for Dobric test case is well defined and is provided at higher horizontal spatial resolution than one chosen for the present case. Because of very small variation, the terrain roughness is constant throughout the domain, and is set to the value z0 = 0.03 m. This value is introduced in rough wall boundary condition for velocity.
Details of domain position, size, and horizontal spatial resolution are given in tab. 3. The grid extends 4654.0 m above the point in the terrain with the highest elevation. The grid is refined towards the ground. The vertical distribution of first ten cell centers is given in tab. 4, which is useful to estimate grid distribution near ground. Because of the terrain non-uniformity the grid point densities are different at places with different elevation. Table 4 therefore, shows vertical distributions at places of maximal and minimal elevation, respectively. Wind rose measured must give precise information on frequency and wind speed from different directions. Based on the wind rose, fig. 2(a) , and table describing parameters related to Weibull fitted distribution for over twelve sectors, tab. 2, we have chosen a single wind direction of 90° for present study. It is one of the most frequent and distinguished winds at the location, and is also convenient because of the computational cell alignment with flow direction.
It is important to point out here that further validation using flow directions which are not aligned with the direction of cells in structured mesh is necessary, because such conditions give rise to adverse effects, such as numerical diffusion, where proper discretization of convection terms (cf. flux limiter, Sweby diagram) is crucial.
Velocity and turbulence kinetic energy profiles are specified analytically along inflow borders. The analytical wind profiles are empirical profiles over flat terrain. The vertical profiles are dependent on the roughness height and on the stability of the atmosphere. Same applies for the turbulence profiles. In case of a neutral atmosphere the wind profiles follow logarithmic law. Applying the logarithmic profile along the border is equivalent to the placement of an infinite flat terrain upstream of the model. This may not be a correct assumption, but it will be good enough for the present study since it will be applied on both simulation codes in an identical way.
Depending on the given value for the Monin-Obukhov length the vertical profiles at the inlet are calculated. The linear temperature gradient over the whole atmosphere is assumed. Values of the stability parameter are taken in the range of -10000 to 10000 except 0. Default value of 10000 m (neutral atmosphere) is considered here.
The wind profiles in the higher elevations may differ considerably when stability of the atmosphere is taken into account. Therefore, a more convenient choice is to prescribe a reference speed in a reference height. In our case the reference speed is REFS = 8.2 m/s, and reference height of boundary layer is h BL = 500 m. Using these input values, we define inlet profiles:
where u τ is the friction velocity devised from analytical relations (u τ = 0.345843 m/s for present case), von-Karman's constant κ = 0.41, z 0 -the roughness, prescribed at constant value z 0 = 0.03 m based on terrain data file, and (z − z gl ) -the height above ground level. For turbulence kinetic energy, the following relations are used: 
Results
For the purpose of wind-farm siting, one of the important measures is wind speed-up by the terrain. For that purpose fig. 4 shows velocity magnitude at specified height above ground, z gl = 10 m. The picture clearly shows regions of wind speed-up, which could be chosen as positions for wind turbines. Additionally, the velocity vectors in the same section are shown, necessary for decision of wind turbine orientation.
The wind flow in this case (90° direction) goes along the mountain range known as the Svrljiske planine, which are seen on the southern edge of the domain. The effect of this mountain range on flow picture for present wind direction is seen in a slice shown in fig. 5(a) . A unique location where vertical wind profiles are measured is meteorological mast located at x = 5162.0 m, y = 5154.0 m, in local coordinates. At this mast, anemometer probes are used to measure 10 minute averaged values of velocity and turbulence at three heights above ground, 10, 30, and 50 meters.
To assess the predictive capabilities of two CFD codes used, a diagram showing vertical profiles of velocity magnitude are shown in fig. 5(b) . The results obtained using the WindSim include four different models. The present procedure shows profiles of Standard k-ε model and k-ε model with modifications for atmospheric boundary layer flows. We can see that the results obtained using the WindSim have very small mutual difference in predicted velocity profiles. In the diagram the profiles obtained by the present procedure show much better agreement with measured values compared to those obtained by WindSim. Complementing that, the tabs. 5 and 6 show velocity magnitudes and relative errors in computed results for present code and WindSim at three heights, corresponding to height of anemometer probes on meteorological mast. The plot and tables corroborate earlier observation that differences in prediction occur more often between same models implemented in two different codes than between two different turbulence models implemented. In present case, the reason can be traced to accuracy in numerical discretization and influence of discretization error to overall error, which often, in turbulence modeling validation studies, do not receive proper attention. This is particularly important in the case of wind flow over complex terrain simulations. Tables 7 and 8 show turbulence intensity calculated by present algorithm and WindSim at various heights above ground level at position of the measuring mast. The turbulence intensity is calculated using following expression:
whrere U, V, and W are Cartesian components of mean velocity. 
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a comparative assessment of two CFD codes for simulation of flow in the atmospheric boundary layer over real, highly complex terrain. The codes were used on a real test case of Dobric wind farm, for which a well-defined geometry and full atmospheric scale measurements are available. It is demonstrated that differences in numerical discretization result in greater differences than those between various turbulence models implemented in the same code. It is shown that the present algorithm, which included more elaborate corrections for highly non-orthogonal grids which result in wind flow over complex terrain application, gives more precise results, when same turbulence closures were employed in both cases. The additional computational cost caused by the introduced non-orthogonal corrections used by the present algorithm is negligible.
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